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Analysis of mutations I117V and I117M in the neuraminidase of influenza A pandemic (H1N1) 2009 viruses showed that I117V confers a mild reduction in oseltamivir sensitivity and has a synergistic effect of further increasing resistance when combined with H275Y. Contrary to recent reports, the I117M mutation does not alter oseltamivir sensitivity.

The neuraminidase inhibitors (NAIs) oseltamivir and zanamivir have been widely used in many countries to treat infection with influenza A pandemic (H1N1) 2009 virus. Since the start of the pandemic, >27,000 strains have been tested for oseltamivir resistance, of which 383 (1.4%) have contained the H275Y neuraminidase (NA) mutation, the same mutation that was found in oseltamivir-resistant prepandemic seasonal subtype H1N1 viruses that emerged in 2007–08. Apart from the H275Y mutation, a small number of other NAI resistance mutations have been detected in the NA of pandemic (H1N1) 2009 viruses, such as S247N (7), I223V (2), and I223R (2). Another NA mutation, I117M, has also recently been associated with oseltamivir resistance in pandemic (H1N1) 2009 viruses (4,5). The I117M NA mutation was detected in a virus from South Korea that was isolated from a patient before oseltamivir treatment and then was detected, with the H275Y mutation, in the same patient after oseltamivir treatment, although the dual mutations were not conclusively shown in the same virus (4,5). In both studies, neither the I117M variant nor the dual I117M + H275Y strain were specifically tested for oseltamivir resistance. Instead, the viruses were assumed to be resistant on the basis of previous studies that described a reduction in oseltamivir sensitivity in influenza A (H5N1) viruses because of an I117V amino acid substitution (6,7), rather than the I117M substitution detected in their studies.

Other studies have documented that different amino acid substitutions at key NA residues can cause considerably different effects on NAI susceptibility and that these mutations can have a variable effect in different NA backgrounds (8). Therefore, we tested the assumption that the I117M mutation confers oseltamivir resistance and investigate the role of the I117M and the I117V mutations with and without the H275Y mutation in pandemic (H1N1) 2009 viruses.

The Study

By using site-directed mutagenesis and reverse genetics as described (9), we generated recombinant viruses with NA from the pandemic (H1N1) 2009 virus A/Auckland/1/2009 and the remaining genes from A/PR/8/34. Recombinant viruses were constructed with no NA mutations, with single I117V or I117M NA mutations, and with dual I117V + H275Y or I117M + H275Y NA mutations.

NAI sensitivity analysis with a fluorescence-based NA inhibition assay (10) found that compared with a recombinant with no mutations, the I117V mutation conferred a 5-fold increase in the oseltamivir concentration required to inhibit 50% (IC50) of the NA activity, a 2-fold increase in zanamivir IC50, and no change in peramivir IC50. In comparison, the I117M mutation had no effect on sensitivity to any of the NAI drugs (Table 1).

The dual I117V + H275Y variant had oseltamivir and peramivir IC50 values that were 3× and 2× higher, respectively, than the IC50 of a virus with the H275Y mutation alone. In contrast, the IC50 of the I117M + H275Y variant was not substantially different from that of the H275Y mutant for all of the NAIs, further demonstrating the lack of effect of the I117M mutation on NAI sensitivity.

Analysis of 3,334 pandemic (H1N1) 2009 strains received at the World Health Organization (WHO) Collaborating Centre, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia, through the WHO Global Influenza Surveillance and Response System from April 2009 through June 2011, showed that 1 isolate had a I117V NA mutation, but no I117M variants were detected. The I117V variant, A/Perth/504/2010 (GenBank accession nos. HA:EP1279165 and NA:279164; www.gisaid.com), was isolated from a 5-year-old boy and had a 4-fold and 3-fold reduction in sensitivity to oseltamivir and zanamivir, respectively, similar to that of the RG-I117V strain (Table 1). Neither the
Table 1. NAI sensitivity of naturally occurring pandemic (H1N1) 2009 virus I117V mutant and I117V, I117M, I117V + H275Y, I117M + H275Y, and H275Y reverse genetics variants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pandemic (H1N1) 2009 viruses</th>
<th>Mean IC50 ± SD, nmol/L</th>
<th>-fold difference†</th>
<th>Mean IC50 ± SD, nmol/L</th>
<th>-fold difference†</th>
<th>Mean IC50 ± SD, nmol/L</th>
<th>-fold difference†</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean of NAI-sensitive viruses‡</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.28 ± 0.15</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.45 ± 0.35</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.20 ± 0.10§</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/Perth/504/2010 I117V</td>
<td>0.96 ± 0.28</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.63 ± 0.70</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.09 ± 0.01</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RG-WT</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.24 ± 0.05</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.30 ± 0.20</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.09 ± 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RG-I117V I117V</td>
<td>0.54 ± 0.12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.42 ± 0.52</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.08 ± 0.02</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RG-I117M I117M</td>
<td>0.32 ± 0.05</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.31 ± 0.06</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.11 ± 0.01</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RG-I117V + H275Y I117V + H275Y</td>
<td>0.44 ± 0.05</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>568.84 ± 54.89</td>
<td>1,896</td>
<td>47.08 ± 32.57</td>
<td>523</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RG-I117M + H275Y I117M + H275Y</td>
<td>0.29 ± 0.04</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>163.72 ± 17.76</td>
<td>546</td>
<td>16.12 ± 0.84</td>
<td>179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RG-H275Y H275Y</td>
<td>0.26 ± 0.03</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>195.02 ± 21.05</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>19.72 ± 1.42</td>
<td>219</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*NAI, neuraminidase inhibitor; IC50, 50% inhibitory concentration; ‡, not applicable.
†-fold differences compared with IC50 value of RG-WT, except for A/Perth/504/2010, which was calculated for on the basis of comparison to the mean IC50 of circulating pandemic (H1N1) 2009 viruses.
§Mean and SD of peramivir IC50 values were based on analysis of 273 isolates. RG strains were derived by using site-directed mutagenesis and reverse genetics. Mean IC50 ± SD values of the A/Perth/504/2010 virus and the RG strains were calculated on the basis of values derived from 3 independent assays.
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However, in combination with H275Y, the I117V mutation has a synergistic effect on oseltamivir resistance, raising the oseltamivir IC$_{50}$ to 3× that caused by the H275Y mutation alone and to a level that is likely to be clinically important. Previous studies have reported that the I117M mutation may confer oseltamivir resistance (4,5), although in this study we have demonstrated that this is not the case. These results therefore highlight the importance of assaying functional drug resistance when reporting novel mutations because resistance cannot be assumed on the basis of data from other amino acid substitutions at the same residue.
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